
Speaking Topics

Why thinking like an INDY (an I’m Not Done 

Yet) can drive incredible personal benefits 

and open the door to a long and happy life. 

And how focusing on the key areas of 

Finances, Relationships, Health and Mindset 

provides the framework for 50+ success.

Leveraging your 50+ workforce (60 mins) 

Many companies fail to leverage the benefits 

of 50+ workers by reinforcing a sense of lack 

of opportunity and potential. I talk about the

secret of motivating a 50+ workforce and 

getting the best from them.

Surviving the difficult decade (60 mins)

The years between 50 and 60 are a time of 

changing perspectives and transition. It’s a 

time of moving from often succesful careers 

to looking for alternative ways to maintain 

personal relevancy and identity. I offer tried 

and tested approaches to surviving the 

difficult decade.

About

Companies and professionals hire me to help 

them get the best out of being over 50.

Whether it is gaining the benefits of age 

diversity within an organisation or helping 

individuals navigate crossroads in their lives 

and gain clarity about their next steps, my 

mission is to help people over 50 live their 

most productive and vibrant life.

I help organisations and individuals solve 

inertia opening the door to new ways of 

working and being, leading to greater 

productivity within companies and more 

fulfilling lives for individuals. 

As seen in:

Live Long & Prosper (60 mins)  

Offerings and rates

1 hour workshop 
Facilitated workshop or 

presentation with Q&A, either in 

person or online

From £240

Keynote address 
60-minute address can be tailored 

to specific needs of conference, 

either in person or online

From £ 400

Half day seminar
Facilitated high level workshop 

covering key concepts and action 

planning

From £ 600

Full day seminar
Comprehensive facilitated seminar 

with key concepts, learning points 

and action planning

From £ 900
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Andrew Middleton

50+ Life Re-inventor 

Andrew@imnotdoneyet.co.uk

www.imnotdoneyet.co.uk

+44 (203) 289 8910

Andrew is an expert 

in his field and is an 

inspiration to those of 

us who are getting 

older and say “I’m not 

done yet!”

- Alan Chatting, Senior 

Psychotherapist Plymouth
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